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Abstract

This work proposes a dependent type system for the LLVM Intermediate Representation language for
keeping track of pointer bounds information. The system employs a combination of static analysis and
runtime checks to avoid spatial memory safety violations, such as buffer overflows. By working on LLVM
IR, the system serves a foundation for ensuring spatial memory safety in languages which can be compiled
to LLVM, such as C and C++.
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1 Introduction

The C and C++ programming languages do not enforce spatial memory safety: they
do not ensure that memory accessed through a pointer to an object in memory, such
as an array, actually belongs to that object. Rather, the programmer is responsible
for keeping track of allocations and bounds information and ensuring that only valid
memory accesses are performed by the program. On the one hand, this provides
flexibility: the programmer has full control over the layout of data in memory, and
when checks are performed. On the other hand, this is a frequent source of bugs
in C and C++ programs, with consequences varying from crashes and silent data
corruption to security vulnerabilities, such as Heartbleed [7].

A number of techniques have been proposed to provide memory safety in C
[8,11,10]. Typically such systems keep their own bounds information and instrument
the program to ensure that memory safety is not violated. A different approach,
named Deputy [6], employs dependent types to enable the programmer to annotate
the already existing bounds information kept manually in C programs, so that the
compiler can identify it and insert checks which ensure its correct usage. Because
the compiler-inserted checks use the same metadata as the checks written by the
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programmer, compiler optimizations can often prove inserted checks redundant, thus
reducing the performance penalty of the technique. Deputy uses the CIL framework
[12] for program transformation. Since CIL does not support C++, Deputy cannot
be used to ensure memory safety of C++ programs.

This work proposes a new system, called Týr, which provides functionality sim-
ilar to Deputy for LLVM [9], a language-agnostic compilation framework designed
around a typed assembly-like language (LLVM IR) for an abstract machine. Týr
consists of a dependent type system for LLVM IR, which enables associating point-
ers with their correspondent metadata, and a set of transformations over LLVM IR
code to make it spatially memory-safe. By providing this functionality at the LLVM
IR level, Týr can be used as a foundation for spatial memory safety for compilers
which target LLVM, such as the Clang [5] C/C++ compiler.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background for this work.
Section 3 describes the LLVM IR language. Section 4 describes the proposed system,
how it fits in the LLVM environment, and the type rules and transformations it
implements. Section 5 presents conclusions and future work.

2 Background

2.1 Memory safety

Broadly speaking, a program is said to be memory-safe if it only accesses regions of
memory currently allocated to some program object. A language or environment is
said to be memory-safe if it ensures that its programs are memory-safe.

There are different kinds of memory safety. Temporal memory safety refers to
the property of not attempting to access memory that has been deallocated or not
allocated yet, while spatial memory safety refers to the property of not attempting
to access memory outside of the bounds of an object. The methods for ensuring each
kind are different. This work addresses only spatial memory safety. Other mecha-
nisms, such as conservative garbage collection [4], can be used complementarily to
ensure temporal memory safety in C.

Works also vary in the granularity at which memory safety is considered. Some
works, such as [3], consider whole data structures as the basic unit for memory, so
that access past the limits of a field in a data structure is not considered a violation
if the access is still within the same data structure. This limits the damage caused
by buffer overflows or overreads, but does not completely eliminate them. Other
works, such as Deputy, address memory safety at the level of single variables and
structure fields. The present work uses this more strict version of memory safety.

2.2 Dependent types

A dependent type system [1] is one in which types can be indexed by terms at
the value level. For instance, dependent types make it possible to define a type
V ec〈τ, n〉 for vectors of n elements of type τ . By allowing types to be parameterized
by values, rather than only other types as in the case of parametric polymorphism,
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dependent types enable us to assign richer and more precise types to programs, thus
allowing more properties of programs to be mechanically verified, either statically
or at run-time.

Dependent type systems vary in their degree of expressivity. Some dependently-
typed programming languages allow any expression to appear in types, which may
lead to undecidability because an expression may fail to terminate [2]. Other lan-
guages allow a subset of expressions to be used in types, thus avoiding undecidability
at the expense of expressivity.

Most dependently-typed languages require type checking to happen entirely at
compile-time. This is usually accomplished by either restricting type expressions
to make them more amenable to static type checking, or by building some theorem
proving mechanism into the language. By contrast, some systems allow type check-
ing to be postponed to run-time when they are unable to check some property at
compile-time. In this way, they provide greater flexibility, while trading off static
guarantees.

2.3 Deputy

Deputy [6] is a dependent type system for the C programming language which en-
ables programmers to add annotations relating pointers to their bounds. For in-
stance, a function might be declared as:

int f(int * COUNT(len) array, int len)

meaning that the array parameter of function f is a pointer to a region of len
integers. When the program is compiled, Deputy inserts assertions in the code
which ensure that pointers are within the declared bounds before they are used. A
second compilation pass then looks for assertions which can be proven true at compile
time, and thus can be safely removed, thus reducing the performance impact of the
checks. It also looks for assertions which can be proven false at compile time, which
are reported as compile-time errors to the programmer, thus providing static checks
when possible. Expressions which can appear in a dependent type are limited to
local variables, constants, and arithmetic expressions, which is usually sufficient for
describing bounds in C programs.

2.4 The LLVM Compiler Infrastructure

LLVM is a widely used language-agnostic framework for program compilation, anal-
ysis and transformation designed around a uniform Intermediate Representation
(LLVM IR), a typed assembly-like language for an abstract machine. Various back-
ends exist for translating LLVM IR to machine code of different architectures. The
use of a uniform, well-defined language for code representation makes it relatively
easy to extend LLVM with new analysis and transformation passes.

Clang is the C/C++ compiler provided by the LLVM Project. It takes C/C++
source code and emits LLVM IR, which is then optimized and translated to machine
code by LLVM. Figure 1 shows an example code snippet in C and how it might
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int f(int *x, int i) {
int result;

if (i < 0)
result = i+i;

else
result = x[i];

return result;
}

define i32 @f(i32* %x, i32 %i) {
%result = alloca i32
%1 = cmp slt %i, 0
br %1, %then, %else

then: %2 = add %i, %i
store %2, %result
br %end

else: %3 = getelementptr %x, %i
%4 = load %3
store %4, %result
br %end

end: %5 = load %result
ret %5

}

Fig. 1. Sample C function and equivalent LLVM IR code

be represented in LLVM. 1 The LLVM IR language is explained in greater detail in
Section 3.

3 LLVM Intermediate Representation language

LLVM IR is a typed assembly-like language for an abstract machine with an infinite
number of registers. The LLVM IR language is in Static Single Assignment (SSA)
form with respect to its registers: each register is assigned exactly once, and each
definition dominates all of its uses. Memory access is done through typed pointers.
The SSA restriction applies only to registers, not to memory locations.

The basic unit of compilation in LLVM is the module. A module contains vari-
able, function, constant and type definitions. A function definition includes its name,
the names and types of its parameters, its return type, and the function body, which
is composed of one or more basic blocks. A basic block is a sequence of instructions
ended by a terminator, an instruction which transfers control to another basic block
(branching) or to the function caller (returning). A basic block may be preceded by
a label, which can be used with the branching instruction.

For simplicity of exposition, we define a relevant subset of the LLVM IR language
for use in this work (Figure 2). It is similar to the Vminus subset used by [13] in
formalizing LLVM semantics, but also includes pointers, memory access and pointer
arithmetic, and omits φ-nodes, which will be discussed later. It defines the types
i1 (1-bit integers, i.e., booleans), i32 (32-bit integers, a prototypical integer type),
and a constructor for pointer types (∗). Values which can appear as instruction
operands in this language are boolean and integer constants and registers. Registers
are prefixed with %, and may be given either symbolic names (%var) or numbers
(%1).

The arithmetic instructions (of which a add is a prototypical example) behave
as usual. The cmp instruction performs a specified comparison (such as slt, signed
less than) between two values and yields a boolean. load takes a pointer (τ∗) to
a memory location and yields its value. store stores the value of its first operand
into the memory location pointed by the second one. alloca τ allocates memory

1 Explicit types are required before every operand in LLVM IR (e.g., i32 0 rather than plain 0), but they
have been omitted for clarity of exposition.
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Types: τ ::= i1 | i32 | τ∗
Constants: const ::= false | true | 0 | 1 | 2 | ...
Registers: reg ::= %a | ...
Values: val ::= reg | const
Commands: cmd ::= reg = add val1, val2

| reg = cmp op val1, val2
| reg = load val

| reg = store val1, val2
| reg = getelementptr val1, val2
| reg = alloca τ

Terminators: term ::= ret val

| br val, lab1, lab2
Instructions: inst ::= cmd | term
Basic blocks: blk ::= [name :] cmd term

Function bodies: body ::= {blk}

Fig. 2. Subset of LLVM IR considered in this work

for a value of type τ in the stack and yields a pointer to it.
getelementptr is the instruction for typed pointer arithmetic: it takes a pointer

p and an offset n and returns a pointer to the nth position after p, taking in account
p’s type (i.e., an offset of 1 into a pointer to a 32-bit integer is actually 4 bytes).
This directly corresponds to the behavior of pointer arithmetic in the C and C++
languages.

The branching instruction (br) takes a boolean and two labels, and jumps to
either label depending on the value of the boolean. br lab is an unconditional
branch to lab, and can be regarded as syntactic sugar for br true, lab, lab. ret
returns to the function caller with the specified value.

4 Týr

We propose a new system, called Týr, which augments LLVM IR with dependent
pointer types. This section describes the design decisions of the proposed system,
the type rules it introduces, and the LLVM IR transformations it performs.

4.1 Design

Týr is implemented as a type system and transformation at the LLVM IR level.
Although Týr is intended primarily for use with C and C++, in principle it can be
applied to any language that compiles to LLVM IR. Moreover, LLVM IR is more
uniform and has a smaller number of constructs than C or C++, which makes it
simpler to analyze and transform.

Týr is composed of two passes. The Týr-1 pass (Figure 3) takes an LLVM IR
program (typically generated by Clang from a C/C++ source file), and the depen-
dent type information provided by the programmer in the form of annotations. The
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result of Týr-1 is a new LLVM IR program augmented with run-time bounds check-
ing. The program also carries tracing information which allows identifying the true
and false branches of any inserted check. This tracing information has the form of
fake function calls of the form @.tyr.true.branch (id ) and @.tyr.false.branch
(id ), where id is a unique identifier for each inserted check. Using calls to no-
operation functions as a way to associate metadata with code is standard practice
in LLVM, used for instance to associate debugging and liveness information with
local variables. Such calls do not appear in the generated machine code.
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Fig. 3. Týr-1 pass: Check insertion
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Fig. 4. Týr-2 pass: Compile-time diagnostics

This program with run-time checks and tracing information is passed on to LLVM
for optimization. It is expected that the optimizations performed by LLVM will re-
move checks when it can prove them to be always true or always false. For instance,
if LLVM can prove that a check condition is always true, it will simplify the program
by eliminating the check and the false branch, and analogously when a condition
is always false. Because the true and false branches of all inserted checks contain
a function call to @.tyr.true.branch and @.tyr.false.branch, respectively, we
can identify that a condition was proved by the compiler to be always true or al-
ways false by looking for calls to @.tyr.true.branch without the corresponding
@.tyr.false.branch or vice-versa.

An inserted check that is always true is a redundant check, which can be safely
removed without affecting the correctness of the program. On the other hand,
an inserted check which is proved to be always false represents a memory-safety
violation detected at compile time, i.e., a condition which was required to ensure
spatial memory safety at run-time has been proved at compile time to never hold.
The Týr-2 pass (Figure 4) looks for such occurrences in the optimized programs,
and reports them as compile-time errors to the user. If no such occurrence is found,
the program is accepted, the tracing function calls are removed, and the program is
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Types:
τ ::= ...

| Ptr〈τ, δ1, δ2〉 (bounded pointer)
| LocalV ar〈τ〉 (variable in stack)

Dependent type expressions:
δ ::= val (constant or register)

| δ1 + δ2 (integer arithmetic)
| δ1 ⊕ δ2 (pointer arithmetic)
| δ! (local pointer dereference)

Fig. 5. Dependent type constructors introduced by Týr and the expressions which can appear within a
dependent type

type-int

� i32 :: type

type-localvar
Γ � τ :: type

Γ � LocalV ar〈τ〉 :: type

type-ptr
∅ � τ :: type

Γ �L lo : Ptr〈τ,_,_〉
Γ �L hi : Ptr〈τ,_,_〉
Γ � Ptr〈τ, lo, hi〉 :: type

Fig. 6. Rules for well-formed types

passed on to the LLVM assembler to generate a machine-code executable.

4.2 Type system

We introduce dependent types in the LLVM IR language by replacing the ∗ pointer
type constructor with two new type constructors (Figure 5). Ptr〈τ, lo, hi〉 represents
a pointer to a sequence of elements of type τ between the addresses lo (inclusive) and
hi (exclusive). LocalV ar〈τ〉 represents a pointer to a local variable of type τ in the
stack created by the alloca instruction. The kinds of expressions which can appear
as bounds for a pointer type are limited to constants, registers, local variables in the
stack, and arithmetic expressions involving both integers and pointers. It excludes
arbitrary pointers to non-local data, because otherwise keeping track of mutations
to depended values would require perfect aliasing information, i.e., being able to tell
statically whether any two pointers point to the same memory region.

Figure 6 presents the rules for well-formedness of types. The first two rules are
trivial: they say that i32 is a valid type, and that one can construct a LocalV ar〈τ〉
type from any type τ . The third rule expresses that a pointer of type τ must be
bounded by other pointers of type τ , which may be expressions using the local
environment Γ, but the base type of the pointer must be valid in an empty envi-
ronment. This restriction, already present in Deputy, is necessary because general
(non-LocalV ar) pointers can escape the function they are created in, and therefore
the scope of local variables; moreover, we would need perfect aliasing information to
ensure we can find all such escaping pointers when their type is invalidated through
mutation of a local variable it depends on.

4.3 Type checking

Figure 7 shows the type rules for expressions that can appear within a dependent
type. Figure 8 presents the type rules for dependent pointer types. llvm-ptr-
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local-int

�L n : i32

local-reg
Γ(%r) = τ

Γ �L %r : τ

local-add
Γ �L e1 : i32 Γ �L e2 : i32

Γ �L e1 + e2 : i32

local-ptr-arith
Γ �L e1 : Ptr〈τ, lo, hi〉

Γ �L e2 : i32

Γ �L e1 ⊕ e2 : Ptr〈τ, lo, hi〉

local-localvar-deref
Γ �L e : LocalV ar〈τ〉

Γ �L e! : τ

Fig. 7. Type rules for dependent type expressions

llvm-int

n : i32

llvm-reg
Γ(%r) = τ

Γ � %r : τ

llvm-int-arith
Γ � val1 : i32

Γ � val2 : i32

Γ � %r = add val1, val2 : i32

llvm-cmp-int
Γ � val1 : i32

Γ � val2 : i32

Γ � %r = cmp op val1, val2 : i1

llvm-cmp-ptr
Γ � val1 : Ptr〈τ,_,_〉
Γ � val2 : Ptr〈τ,_,_〉

Γ � %r = cmp op val1, val2 : i1

llvm-ptr-arith
Γ � val1 : Ptr〈τ, lo, hi〉 Γ � val2 : i32

Γ � %r = getelementptr val1, val2 : Ptr〈τ, lo, hi〉

llvm-load
Γ � val : Ptr〈τ, lo, hi〉

Γ � %r = load val : τ ⇒
val 	= 0 ∧ val ≥ lo ∧ val < hi

llvm-store
Γ � val1 : τ

Γ � val2 : Ptr〈τ, lo, hi〉
Γ � store val1, val2 ⇒

val2 	= 0 ∧ val2 ≥ lo ∧ val2 < hi

llvm-local-load
Γ � val : LocalV ar〈τ〉
Γ � %r = load val : τ

llvm-local-store
Γ � val1 : τ Γ � val2 : LocalV ar〈τ〉
∀(%r : τr) ∈ Γ. Γ � %r : [val1/!val2]τr ⇒ γr

Γ � store val1, val2 ⇒ ∧%r∈Dom(Γ)γr

Fig. 8. Type rules for pointer usage

arith ensures that pointer arithmetic propagates the bounds of the original pointer.
llvm-load indicates that one can load from a pointer of type Ptr〈τ, lo, hi〉, subject
to a run-time check, indicated by the symbol ⇒, that the pointer is non-null and
within the declared bounds. llvm-store is similar. Note that pointer arithmetic
is allowed to move a pointer beyond its declared bounds; the validity of the pointer
is checked only when the pointer is used to load or store values. This is because
C/C++ programs often generate a pointer one past the last element of an array
when iterating over its elements, and this is allowed by the language standard as
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Compute(δ) =
case δ of

val ⇒ ([], val)

δ1 + δ2 ⇒ let (insts1, %r1) = Compute(δ1)
(insts2, %r2) = Compute(δ2)

in (insts1 ++ insts2 ++ [%r3 = add %r1, %r2], %r3)

δ1 ⊕ δ2 ⇒ let (insts1, %r1) = Compute(δ1)
(insts2, %r2) = Compute(δ2)

in (insts1 ++ insts2 ++ [%r3 = getelementptr %r1, %r2], %r3)

δ! ⇒ let (insts1, %r1) = Compute(δ)
in (insts1 ++ [%r2 = load %r1], %r2)

Check(γ, oklabel) =
case γ of

true ⇒ [br true, oklabel, oklabel]

δ1 OP δ2⇒ let (insts1, %r1) = Compute(δ1)
(insts2, %r2) = Compute(δ2)

in insts1 ++ insts2 ++ [ %r3=cmp OP %r1, %r2,
br %r3, oklabel, fail]

γ1 ∧ γ2 ⇒ Check(γ1, rest) ++ [rest :] ++ Check(γ2, oklabel)

Fig. 9. Algorithm for generating LLVM IR code to compute preconditions

long as the pointer is not dereferenced.
Rules for local variables are different. Loading from a local variable is guaranteed

to succeed, so no check is required. On the other hand, storing to a local variable
might violate an invariant expressed in dependent types involving that variable. For
instance, if p is declared as a pointer to an array of n elements, changing n might
invalidate the type of p. To ensure this does not happen, llvm-local-store checks
that all invariants that were valid before the store operation are still valid if the
variable is replaced by its new value.

The algorithm for generating the instruction sequences corresponding to the
run-time checks (Figure 9) can be described in terms of two functions. Compute(δ)

takes a dependent type expression and returns two values: a sequence of instructions
which computes the value δ, and the register where the computed value can be found.
Check(γ, oklabel) takes a precondition γ and generates a sequence of instructions
which test whether γ is true and branch to oklabel if that is the case. Otherwise,
the generated sequence of instructions jumps to a failure-handling block, which must
be defined appropriately. The oklabel argument is used to chain sequences of tests
when computing conjunctions of preconditions.
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5 Conclusion and future work

This work explores an approach based on dependent types to bring spatial memory
safety to C and C++ by allowing programmers to make the bounds information
already latent in C and C++ programs explicit. Unlike previous works, our system
aims to support both C and C++ by working at a lower level language to which
both can be compiled.

Týr is a work in progress. For the system to be useful in real C programs, some
extensions must be made. The most important of these is support for function calls.
The rules for binding parameters to arguments when a function is called are similar
to those of assignment to a local variable. Another useful extension is support for
dependencies among fields of data structures, allowing for instance declaring that a
field represents the length of a buffer pointed to by another field.

A LLVM-specific extension is support to φ-nodes, used in SSA-form to represent
variables which may be assigned different values depending on control flow. C code
emitted by Clang does not usually contain φ-nodes before optimization, and any
φ-nodes can be removed by running LLVM’s reg2mem pass prior to processing, but
it is interesting to support the entire LLVM IR language for the sake of generality.

Finally, work still must be done on implementing the present system as a set
of LLVM passes and integrating it with the Clang compilation system. Empirical
experiments must also be done to check the effectiveness and performance of the
system.
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